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The dissertation of Georgi (2014), through charting a four-way typology of chain 
realization, discovered a virtually heretofore undocumented morphosyntactic pattern 
in wh-  movement chains, so-called Pattern III: one in which the reflex of movement 
is spelled-out on intermediate, but not the final landing position of a wh- phrase. 
Adopting the Crossmodular Structural Parallelism hypothesis in Nevins (2010), one 
can immediately ask the question of whether anything like this is instantiated in 
phonological dependencies, and in looking at vowel harmony, the answer seems to be 
negative: thus final high vowels can raise mid-vowels to high in Veneto metaphony 
(Walker 2010), even affecting intervening vowels on the way (e.g. paroxytone: 
tenpo/tinpi ‘time sg/pl’, proparoxytone: enSene/inSini ‘shin sg/pl’), but low vowels 
cannot undergo it and their intermediate facilitators also do not (e.g. paroxyone 
gato/gati ‘cat sg/pl’, proparoxyone azeno/azeni ‘donkey sg/pl’). Indeed, Walker 
characterizes such patterns as `non-myopic', in the sense that when attraction is 
specifically to the stressed syllable, intermediate facilitators do not undergo the 
metaphony, despite being `along the path'. However, this failure to find a Pattern III 
here is perhaps unsurprising, as phi-agreement phenomena in syntax also do not seem 
to instantiate Georgi's Pattern III, and indeed, agreement does not contain the 
facilitatory ‘intermediate’ steps found with true movement, given the notion of an 
ultimate landing site. To find a truly structural parallel of Pattern III, then, one needs 
to find a structural parallel of movement, and I contend that the process of tone shift 
in the Mijikenda and Nguni languages, extensively documented by Charles Kisseberth 
and his collaborators, instantiates this.  
 
In such languages, an underlying high tone on a prefix (e.g. 3rd person) shows up not 
in its ‘deep structure’ position, but rather is attracted towards the metrically strong 
penultimate (or ultimate, depending on the language) syllable; let us call this position 
the final landing site of the tone. Georgi's Pattern II is instantiated in cases where 
intermediate facilitatory syllables also arise with high tone. The elusive Pattern III, 
however, is indeed found, coming from the interaction of high tone attraction with so-
called depressor consonants (voiced obstruent onsets, which prevent high tone in their 
syllable). This talk, therefore, is largely an exposition of the intriguing patterns of 
tone shift in these languages in a manner that makes their relevance clear for potential 
explorations of Crossmodular Parallelism, and opens questions related to cyclicity 
once verbs are combined with objects and high tone shift process cyclically moves 
further to the (pen)ultimate syllable(s) of the embedded object as well, and while its 
investigation is largely preliminary and its conclusions speculative, is an attempt to 
foment students' interest in this topic through a new lens of its potential broader 
grammatical relevance. 


